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ABSTRACT 

Parameter like expense of vehicle and eco-friendliness inside the essential presented about through the utilization of 

loads of the car inside the vehicle enterprises as reliable with the wellbeing wanted that is exceptionally basic to 

design moderate weight bother. The climate control systems applied in vehicles are set up on a section in the hat. 

This errand plans to research the section and advance the weight with the guide of holding a similar texture of the 

section. Weight great arrangement will now not in any way limit the crude texture cost, but rather furthermore 

increment the general presentation, even in spite of reality that exact moment.. Further work incorporates Static and 

modular examination of motor supporting casing and to research whether the flow regular recurrence of motor 

mounting section is lower than that of self excitation recurrence of section. The continuous work, in this manner 

points in diminishing the undesired vibrations produced by the motor and street unpleasantness can get legitimately 

communicated to the casing through the supporting section. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

While designing the vehicle structure it is very tough job to obtain the higher stiffness and strength and also minimize 

the weight of the component. Compressor mounting bracket is the bracket used to mount the air conditioner compressor 

in the car. Mounting bracket goes under certain problems like design space issue, material used , weight of the bracket 

affecting the performance etc. The compressor mounting bracket is used to safely support the car AC compressor. 

Mounting locations and types of support are very difficult to change after the compressor is built. The compressor is 

connected to the engine body. If the stiffness of the mounting bracket is not appropriate, it can create vibration and 

noise. Due to these factors, it is necessary that compressor mounting brackets have enough stiffness and strength. To 

verify bracket properties early in the design stage, the strength analysis needs to be performed. It measures the 

magnitude of load from the mass of the compressor, including safety and applies this load to the compressor mounting 

bracket. The stress analysis is performed with these boundary conditions and the analyst verifies the results. Parameters 

like cost of the vehicle and fuel efficiency are mostly influenced by the weight of the vehicle in automotive industries. 

As per the safety standards, it is very important to design light weight components. 
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A. Kinds of sections 

1. Motor Mounting Bracket of Car 

Motor mounting section of the vehicle is the section used to mount the motor from the rear. It is made of steel. The 

enormous substance of the section is associated with the motor while the little finish of the section is associated with 

the vehicle structure for taking burden and vibrations. Because of less vibration rate and thumping pace of the motor its 

functional life is more. In any case, assuming the motor is old or there are a few different issues related with the vehicle 

structure, then there are enormous possibilities of disappointment of the motor mounting section. 

Break in the section is the fundamental disappointment because of high burdens created in the section. 

 

Fig.1: Engine mounting bracket of a car 

 

2. Aero plane engine’s continental engine mounting Bracket 

 

 

Fig .2: Aero plane engine’s continental 

A mounting section is utilized as a base part having a level upper surface and a stretched shoulder broadening up from 

the base surface. The mounting section comprises of section part having an upper surface adjusted to help a part and a 

level lower section surface. The base is associated with the plane design and the other part associated with the motor 

which takes the majority of the heap. It is comprised of aluminum projecting. 

3. AC blower mounting section 

The blower assumes a vital part in the car cooling framework. The unequal powers delivered from the motor and 

blower causes the design vibrations. The blower is upheld by the motor mounting to lessen the vibratory powers is 

called blower mounting section. 
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1.2 Topology Optimization 

At the plan stage the idea of the geography advancement is vital. It is normal propensity to configuration, contingent 

upon the fashioner's involvement with the beginning phase of item improvement. Dependable and agreeable outcomes 

with the checked primary model is acquired by geography improvement. Geography improvement is a strategy which 

disperses the thickness of an at first homogenous volume to accomplish a specific goal work while noticing the 

characterized imperatives. The super goal work is limiting volume and the removal goes about as a requirement and 

with assembling imperative like projecting of the section. At first we need to gather the data in regards to various 

burdens following up on the section. The base section comes about because of testing and limited component 

examination (FEA) perspective for assessing last improved plan. A primary area comprises of numerous rectangular 

puncture materials in the underlying enhancement geography and these microstructures inside plan space material are 

recreated to amplify primary firmness. 

  

 

Fig 3 Flow chart for optimization 

 

II.  LITERATURE REVIEW 

Mrs. Monali Gund etal [2020] The find roughly of the geography streamlining is done as in accordance with the 

prerequisite of the section design. This contemporary paper features the elements for the disappointment of the 

mounting section and the effect of the enhancement through way of different appraisal. In this undertaking, we have 

were given planned an air conditioner mounting section. Using displaying programming the demonstrating of the 

section is done and investigated the use of ansys. The glass fiber section is planned utilizing arrangement of 

investigations and examined in ansys. 

S. Kirthana et al [2018] The use of motor mounts is the best answer for dampering the impact of vibrations and sending 

powers between the motor and the car body structure. This paper manages the geography improvement of motor 

mounting section of 'Chevrolet beat' involving the apparatuses CATIA V5R20 for demonstrating and Hyper works for 

limited component investigation. The fundamental goal of the work is to limit the heaviness of the motor mounting 

section by thinking about the plan and material design. For various material format and various plans the burdens and 
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loads are registered and contrasted with show up ate the best model under recommended conditions. 

P. H. Bha et al [2018] The Compressor mounting section in autos is utilized to help the AC blower of a vehicle in each 

condition securely. Since it is extremely challenging to alter the mounting positions and backing types after the blower 

and the motor are fabricated, the mounting sections should be confirmed in the plan stage. The energy retention 

qualities of the blower mount are for the most part impacted by two factors: material and plan. Thus, the plan of the 

blower mount turns into a basic perspective concerning vehicle crashworthiness. The current work manages FEA 

examination of blower mounting sections. It incorporates the demonstrating of the blower mounting section in CATIA 

V5. The underlying investigation of the blower mounting section is completed utilizing ANSYS. The blower mounting 

section is then streamlined to decrease weight by 64% and furthermore to lessen material use. The streamlined model is 

dissected to endure blower burden and plan security. Testing is performed to approve the mathematical and exploratory 

result. 

Mr. Sagar N. Narute et al [2017] Parameter like expense of vehicle and eco-friendliness generally impacted by loads of 

the vehicle in the car enterprises according to the security standard this is vital to configuration light weight part. The 

forced air systems utilized in vehicles are mounted on a section in the cap. This undertaking means to investigate the 

section and improve the load by keeping a similar material of the section. Weight decrease won't just diminish the 

natural substance cost, yet additionally increment the effectiveness, however exact moment. The investigation of the 

geography streamlining is done according to the necessity of the section plan. This concentrate likewise features the 

variables for the disappointment of the mounting section and the impact of the streamlining by different examination. 

In this task, we have planned an AC mounting section. The displaying of the section is done in demonstrating 

programming and broke down utilizing ANSYS. The glass fiber section is planned utilizing plan of investigations and 

broke down in ANSYS. 

In Sebastian et al. [2016], the elements examination strategy is utilized for the reproduction of blower mounting section 

for different vibration values. The standard testing conditions were utilized for testing blower mounting sections.  

Harshal Bankar and P. Baskar [2015] In this study the scientists have said that recreation assumes vital part in the 

Automotive ventures for the more elevated levels of value, better expense viability and fast market reaction. In this 

paper, the utilization of elements examination strategy is utilized for the reproduction of the blower mounting section 

for different vibration loads. The standard testing conditions were utilized for the testing of the blower mounting 

section. The outcomes showed that reverberation in the unique investigation is the significant reason for the 

disappointment of the blower mounting section, under static examination, under a similar greatness of burden 

reverberation can't be anticipated. In this way, dynamic examination gives best outcomes for plan approval of the 

blower mounting section.  

R. P. Kumar, Dr. K Rambabu [2015]  Studied the boundaries like expense of vehicle and eco-friendliness are for the 

most part impacted by the heaviness of the vehicle in the car enterprises. According to the wellbeing norms this is vital 

to plan the light weight part. This paper portrays the investigation of the streamlined plan of the Air-Conditioner blower 

mounting section. The investigation of the geography streamlining is done according to the prerequisite of the bracket 

design. This study also highlights the factors for the failure of the mounting section and the impact of the streamlining 

by different analysis. 

Pushpendra Mahajan [2015] In this the analyst have said that NVH is one of the main considerations affecting quality 

for home devices like coolers. In fridges, blower is the primary hotspot for vibrations and clamor. Blower is joined to 

blower mounting plate which is then appended to fridge body. Blower being dynamic part likewise applies consonant 

leaving powers on the mounting plate. In the event that blower working recurrence coordinates with regular recurrence 

of plate, reverberation would happened prompting unreasonable vibrations and commotion. Consequently the plate 

ought to have regular recurrence past the working scope of blower. Normal recurrence and static state redirection of a 

blower mounting plate are broke down utilizing FEA programming, ANSYS. Further two strategies for improving and 

advancing the design. 

Deshmukh et al. [2015] contended that the applied power represents the high effect powers following up on structure 
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during toughness tests. The outcomes showed the high greatness of stresses and strain energy at weld area. The 

investigation of the plan proposes that the section was going about as a cantilever pillar with one-plane welding 

mounted on the motor cradle. 

Dandavate et al. [2015] broke down the regular recurrence and static state avoidance of a blower mounting plate 

utilizing FEA programming, ANSYS.  

Pawade et al. [2014] concentrated on the upgraded plan of an Air Conditioner blower mounting section. The 

investigation of geography advancement is done according to the prerequisite of section design. 

Ramnath et al. [2014] managed the streamlining of the gating framework because of which different projecting 

imperfections and the assembling lead time were altogether reduced. 

Jadhav et al. [2014] decided the normal recurrence and mode states of blower mounting brackets. 

M. Singh, D. Singh and J. S. Saini [2013] Analyzed the auto cooling industry focusing on more significant levels of 

value, cost viability and a brief time frame to showcase, the requirement for recreation is at an untouched high. In this 

work, the utilization of elements investigation is proposed in the reenactment of the vehicle cooling condenser get 

together for the vibration loads. The condenser get together has been broke down utilizing the standard testing 

conditions. The outcomes uncovered that the parts of condenser gathering might bomb because of reverberation in 

powerful examination. From there on, the condenser gathering was advanced, bringing about a 2 % decrease in mass. 

Brar, et al. [2013], the blower mounting plate is joined to the blower, which is then connected to the cooler body. As 

blower is a powerful part, it additionally applies symphonious leaving powers on the mounting plate. 

 Manjunatha, et al. [2013] decreased the general load of vehicle's motor mounting section utilizing various sorts of 

materials. The principal boundary considered for section conduct variety is material variety. The streamlining of motor 

mounting sections is accomplished by applying a few changes in its plan and shape. 

Ghatekar et al. [2013] considered the interaction boundaries like metal temperature, occupy speed and occupying time 

for the advancement cycle. Quality evaluation of kick the bucket projecting parts was performed utilizing 

microstructure analysis. 

Kiran, et al. [2013] saw that vibration and strength assume a significant part in the plan of motor mount section, hence, 

in this paper, extraordinary consideration has been given to the choice of appropriate material for motor mount section 

so it can endure high strength and vibrations. 

 Bother et al. [2012], vibration assumes a crucial part in Engine parts, particularly in supporting brackets. 

U. S. Ghorpade et al. [2012], the primary goal is to choose the best material from the got result under recommended 

conditions. As vibration and strength assume a significant part in the plan of motor mount sections, so unique 

consideration has been given to the determination of appropriate material for motor mount section for it to endure high 

strength and vibrations. 

Panchgade et al. [2012], the nature of the giving was diminished a role as the thickness diminishes relatively to how 

much porosity prompting higher dismissal rates. 

Subbiah et al. [2011] concentrated on the disappointment examination of suppressor mounting sections of three-

wheeler vehicles saw during the strength test. Breaks at the weld area between the motor support and sections were 

seen in every one of the vehicles at a typical distance of 10,000 km. 

Doundkar, et al. [2011] showed that reverberation in unique examination is the significant reason for disappointment of 

the blower mounting section. Under static examination and under a similar size of burden, reverberation can't be 

anticipated. Accordingly, the unique investigation gives the best outcomes for the plan approval of blower mounting 

sections. The principal point of the examination is to limit the heaviness of mounting brackets. 
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R Singh et al. [2000], after the examination of the outcomes acquired from the investigation performed, it is inferred 

that streamlining is effective. The auto motor mounting frameworks are vital because of different parts of vehicle 

performance. 

 Rauch, et al. [1995] added to the advancement of another material for motor mounting sections. The outcomes got for 

the static underlying and modular investigation have shown that magnesium is better compared to aluminum. 

III.  PROBLEM SPECIFICATION 

Weight improvement of the parts mounted on the auto is one of the action area of concentrate in the present designing 

examinations. We really want to plan the blower support section for Bus, utilizing various materials including 

customary as well as composite materials. We really want to figure out ideal answer for this application's help section 

in any event, thinking about material and assembling costs 
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